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A B S T R A C T

The European Union’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) and the Habitats Directive aim to improve
biodiversity in agricultural landscapes. Both policies require enormous monitoring, which can be facilitated
by remote sensing. Use intensity, measured by mowing frequency is an important indicator of biodiversity in
permanent grasslands. The frequency and timing of mowing can be determined using satellite remote sensing
because photosynthetically active biomass changes rapidly in response to mowing. However, the rapid regrowth
of grasses requires very dense satellite time series for reliable detection. Radar time series can complement
optical time series and fill in cloud-related gaps to overcome this problem. Additional weather data can
support the detection of grassland mowing events, as mowing events are associated with specific meteorological
conditions. However, previous studies have not fully exploited both potentials or different machine learning
approaches for mowing event detection.

This study presents a new transferable two-step approach to detect grassland mowing events using
combined optical and SAR data and additional weather data. First, we filled cloud-related gaps in optical
time series using a supervised machine learning regression with optical and SAR data. We then classified time
series sequences of optical, SAR and weather data into mown and unmown using four different machine learning
algorithms. We used time series of NDVI and EVI (combined Sentinel-2 and Landsat 8), SAR backscatter,
six-day interferometric coherence, backscatter radar vegetation index, backscatter cross-ratio (Sentinel-1), and
temperature and precipitation sums. Our test sites are distributed across Germany and cover the entire gradient
of grassland use intensities.

Mowing events could be detected with F1 values of up to 89%, first cut with up to 94%. Our results
show no structural advantage of infilling time series with machine learning over linearly interpolated time
series. The combined Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 time series provided dense time series with mostly median
gaps less than 20 days, which proved sufficient to reliably detect mowing events. SAR data were not essential
for mowing event detection in our study, but weather data improved classification results for models trained
on all areas and years. However, when the model was transferred to unknown years or areas that were not
used for training, SAR data improved detection accuracy, whereas weather data degrade it. Models trained on
all years but not all study sites detected mowing events with an accuracy of up to F1 = 76%. Models trained
with all regions but not all years detected mowing events in untrained years with F1 up to 80%.
1. Introduction

Permanent grasslands make up about 19% of the land surface
in the European Union (EU) and 14% in Germany (Eurostat, 2018;
Statistisches Bundesamt, 2019). They play a crucial role in nature
conservation by promoting the diversity of vegetation, insects, and
birds (Klimek et al., 2007; Kleijn et al., 2009; Wrage et al., 2011;
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Socher et al., 2012; García-Feced et al., 2015). In Germany, more
than half of all animal and plant species can be found in grasslands.
Grasslands help to prevent flooding, as they have a high water storage
capacity and good infiltration properties (Mitsch and Gosselink, 2000;
Fischer et al., 2015). By reducing the input of nutrients and pollutants
into water bodies, it contributes to water quality (Jankowska-Huflejt,
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2006). Moreover, intact grasslands have a positive impact on climate
change by storing greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and nitrous
oxides (Soussana et al., 2004). In addition, they contribute to the
aesthetics of the landscape and are an important cultural heritage.
Permanent grasslands are also an important source of feed for livestock
for milk and meat production, as well as a source of biomass for energy
production (Ketzer et al., 2017; Peeters, 2009). However, there is often
a trade-off between environmental and economic value of grasslands.
High biodiversity requires low use intensity, while high use intensity is
associated with high profitability.

To address the loss in biodiversity in Europe, the EU has imple-
mented several policy instruments. To promote sustainable agriculture
and thus biodiversity in particular, the EU’s Common Agricultural
Policy (CAP) provides instruments to compensate farmers through sub-
sidies for losses due to environmentally sound management in low-
input systems (European Union, 2021a). National CAP paying agencies
are responsible for monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness and im-
plementation of the CAP measures. The EU Habitats Directive (Council
Directive 92/43/EEC) requires national governments to designate areas
for the conservation of animal and plant species. The designated sites
must be monitored, their conservation status must be reviewed, and
measures must be developed to improve or maintain a favorable conser-
vation status in order to fulfill the obligations of the Habitats Directive
to restore, maintain, and promote biodiversity. In the future, remote
sensing technology will reinforce CAP controls (European Commission,
2018; European Union, 2021b) and can support the obligations of
the Habitats Directive by replacing and complementing costly physical
on-site inspections or site assessments (Corbane et al., 2015).

One of the standard CAP measures for grassland areas is the pro-
hibition of mowing before a certain date (e.g. Richtlinie NiB-AUM,
2019; Richtlinie KULAP, 2020). Early mowing can reduce biodiversity
by preventing flowering plants from completing their reproductive
cycle and disturbing ground-nesting birds (Smith et al., 2000; Brown
and Nocera, 2017). The number and frequency of mowing events per
year also influence which plants can regenerate, with high frequencies
allowing only a few grassland species to establish, resulting in low bio-
diversity (Schoof et al., 2020). However, mowing later for biodiversity
can mean a reduction in yield or forage quality and mowing less times
than possible a reduced monetary value (Brown and Nocera, 2017).
Therefore, it is possible to infer the use intensity from the number of
mowing events or the intervals between them (Döhler, 2009; Weiner
et al., 2011). Also, the date of the first cut is an indicator of the intensity
of use, as an early first cut indicates a highly productive grassland
that is managed intensively. Thus, the detection of mowing events by
remote sensing can help to control CAP measures and identify grassland
use intensities to inform decision makers. It can support the monitoring
of the Habitats Directive and other policies and monitoring programs
at the interface between agriculture and nature conservation.

To determine the intensity of grassland use from detected mowing
events, there are three ways to consider: the number of mowings
per parcel and year, the month of the first mowing date, or the
period between mowings (see Table 1). All three indicators are re-
lated to the amount of time the grass grows before being mowed.
At a certain state of growth, the quality of fodder decreases with
increasing biomass (McIntosh et al., 2016; Waramit et al., 2012). In
intensively managed grasslands, where forage value is often a priority,
fast-growing grassland species with low species diversity are used and
given less time to grow to produce the highest possible forage quality.
As a result, the first cut is made early in the year, the grass has little
time to regenerate and is cut more frequently throughout the year.
In extensive grassland, the benefits of forage are often secondary. In
some cases, management is more about minimum use or ecological
motives, as more extensive grassland has higher biodiversity. The first
mowing starts later, often because of environmental regulations. Where
extensive grassland is mown more than once a year, there are long
2

periods between mowings.
Table 1
Apportionment of intensity levels of grassland usage in agriculture in Germany.
Source: Adapted and abridged according to Rieder (1997) and Dierschke et al. (2002).

Criteria Intensity level

Extensive Medium Intensive

No. of mowings [n] 1–2 3–4 5–6
Recovery period [d] >75 40–75 <40
First Usage [month] June or later May April

A growing number of remote sensing studies are investigating the
detection of mowing events, as the abrupt change in biomass and vege-
tation height causes significant changes in spectral reflectance behavior
and surface roughness. For a detailed review of remote sensing studies
of grassland production and management see Reinermann et al. (2020).
Optical vegetation indices (VIs), derived from remote sensing satellites
such as Sentinel-2 (S2) or Landsat, have demonstrated their ability to
detect mowing events based on the spectral reflectance properties of
optical data (Courault et al., 2010; Halabuk et al., 2015; Estel et al.,
2018; Kolecka et al., 2018; Griffiths et al., 2019; Schwieder et al.,
2022; Reinermann et al., 2022). The most commonly used VIs in these
studies are the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Rouse
et al., 1973) and the Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) (Huete et al.,
2002). Although optical data is valuable for this task, cloud-caused
gaps in the optical time series can be a problem. Grass can regrow
fast after a cut. Therefore, the detection of mowing events is time-
critical and gaps in time-series can lead to missed events and wrong use
intensity estimations. Many attempts have been made to fill the gaps
in time series with mono-sensor data using past and future data for
interpolation at different levels of complexity from linear interpolation
to deep learning methods (Chen et al., 2019; Julien and Sobrino, 2019;
Kandasamy et al., 2013; Jin et al., 2021; Belda et al., 2020). Some
studies harmonized different optical sensors to fill the gaps (Moreno-
Martínez et al., 2020; Claverie et al., 2018; Bolton et al., 2020; Frantz,
2019). However, the application of Gap-handling approaches other
than interpolation for mowing event detection is rare.

Radiation in the microwave domain provides weather-independent,
almost seamless time series, but radar data from e.g. Sentinel-1 (S1)
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) are more complex to interpret than op-
tical data. Nevertheless, SAR can be used to detect mowing of grassland.
The signal reflected from the ground represents the surface conditions
and is influenced by vegetation structure, biomass, and height, among
other factors. Backscatter is the portion of the outgoing radar signal that
is reflected directly back to the radar antenna by the target. Combin-
ing two SAR images taken at different times produces interferometric
images. Changes between the two scenes cause a loss of interferomic
coherence, which can be used to detect modifications (Rosen et al.,
2000). Removing grass by mowing changes the height and biomass
of vegetation abruptly, causing alterations in both backscatter and
coherence of the SAR signal. These alterations have more significant
effects on coherence (Lobert et al., 2021; de Vroey et al., 2021).
Successful detection of mowing events using backscatter alone has been
reported by Schuster et al. (2011), Grant et al. (2015a), and Siegmund
et al. (2016). Taravat et al. (2019) calculated additional grey-level co-
occurrence (GLCM) second-order texture metrics from S1 backscatter,
resulting in an overall accuracy of 85.7%. While Zalite et al. (2014,
2016) used coherence and partially backscatter for mowing event
detection on a small sample size of eleven sampling plots and eight
COSMO-SkyMed scenes, de Vroey et al. (2021) employed S1 backscat-
ter and coherence data on a region-wide dataset with coherence having
the higher explanatory power. Quad-polarimetric SAR has not been
widely used due to the limited availability of suitable satellites, and it
has not been as successful as the other approaches (Voormansik et al.,
2013).

Weather data can provide additional information and support satel-

lite imagery in detecting mowing events. Rainfall and temperature
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have a significant impact on vegetation condition and satellite signal.
Rainfall and temperature affect grass productivity and the rate at which
grass regrows after a cut (Smit et al., 2008). Additionally, farmers
rarely mow on rainy days. The date when grass starts to grow after
winter is the sustainable start of grassland vegetation. This date can be
predicted roughly by the weighted sum of average daily temperatures
from January onwards (grassland temperature sum). This is also known
as the beginning of the agro-meteorological spring (Ernst and Loeper;
Bundesanstalt für Landwirtschaft und Ernährung, 2017). Remote sens-
ing data prior to this date is mostly influenced by environmental factors
such as rain and soil moisture, or by management activities other
than mowing such as fertilizer spreading or rolling. Therefore, remote
sensing data before the start of the growing season can introduce
problematic patterns in algorithm training and misinterpretations in
application.

Weather data, especially when working with SAR data, can support
the detection of mowing events in remote sensing models (Garioud
et al., 2020; Zalite et al., 2016; Buddeberg et al., 2016). This is
because meteorological conditions affect the water content of plants,
and therefore the satellite signal. Soil moisture, which is influenced by
precipitation and temperature, also has a significant direct effect on the
SAR signal (Li et al., 2021). Precipitation on the same day as the SAR
acquisition can distort the signal due to interception.

Although both optical and SAR data have been shown to be valuable
for mowing event detection, only a few studies have used both together,
and even fewer have used additional weather data. For instance, Sten-
dardi et al. (2019) compared S1 backscatter coefficient and S2 NDVI for
mowing event detection. Their analysis suggested possible synergies,
but they did not propose a method for joint use. Sen4CAP (esa.sen4cap.
org) already includes a tool for detecting mowing events on grassland
using S1 coherence and S2 NDVI. de Vroey et al. (2021) evaluated
the algorithm against a reference dataset in Belgium and found that
79% of mowing events were detected. However, with only 58% true
positives and 42% false positives, the accuracy is relatively low. In
a hierarchical approach, de Vroey et al. (2023) first differentiated
grassland into grazed pastures and mown hay meadows. They then used
the Sen4CAP toolbox to detect mowing events on hay meadows only
with an accuracy of 93% and a detection rate of 82%. Lobert et al.
(2021) combined S1 backscatter and GLCM, six-day coherence, as well
as S2 and Landsat 8 (L8) NDVI data and performed a grid search for
the best combination of features to detect mowing events. Their results
showed only a slight improvement of the combined use compared to
the separate use of SAR or optical data, with the optical data having
a significantly higher explanatory power. Reinermann et al. (2022)
combined time series of optical EVI data (S2) with InSAR, PolSAR, and
backscatter features (S1) for a rule set approach. Again, the optical
data proved to be the most informative for mowing event detection.
PolSAR data were able to provide support, especially for longer cloud
induced gaps in the EVI time series but also introduced more false-
positive detections. Again with S1 coherence and S2 NDVI de Vroey
et al. (2022) was able to detect mowing events with an F1-score of
79% on hay meadows.

Combined optical and SAR features have shown their potential for
mowing event detection. However, the potential is not fully exploited.
The joint use of optical and SAR data also provides an opportunity to fill
cloud-induced gaps in the optical time series, thereby creating an artifi-
cial optical time series and reducing the risk of undetected events. Many
recent studies have attempted to synthetically fill optical data gaps
with optical and SAR data using machine learning (ML) techniques (e.g.
Mazza et al., 2018; Scarpa et al., 2018; Schmitt et al., 2018; Bermudez
et al., 2019; Cresson et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019b). These attempts
focused primarily on the spatial filling of clouds in one satellite scene,
but sometimes also included temporal information (Zhao et al., 2020).
Although some of these studies have been very successful in filling
cloudy pixels with artificial values, the methods are often quite complex
3

and, being raster-based, are computationally and memory intensive
in training and application. Object-based approaches have also been
investigated. Holtgrave et al. (2020b) compared S1 and S2 data over
agricultural areas to test whether they behave in the same way over the
course of the year and therefore whether S1 data can replace S2 data in
the case of cloudy S2 scenes. Garioud et al. (2020, 2021) successfully
used a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with optical and SAR data,
weather, and topography information to infill optical time series for
grassland, crop and forest monitoring. However, to fill in the gaps,
the approach requires data from the whole year. Therefore, statements
about mowing could only be made at the end of the year. Such a late
analysis would be too late for CAP controls. In case of doubt about the
results of a mowing detection, on-site controls would still have to be
carried out. It is therefore important that the analyses are carried out
as soon as possible. Wang et al. (2019a) employed Random Forest and
Support Vector Machines (SVM) to predict Leaf Area Index (LAI) time
series at two sites with joint optical and SAR data. Unlike most studies,
the models were tested for transferability to other years. The combined
data overcame the disadvantages of the individual sensors: SAR can be
affected by soil at low biomass and optical data tend to saturate at high
biomass.

Aside from gap filling, ML methods are also applied in many other
remote sensing fields, including agriculture (Liakos et al., 2018). So
far, Halabuk et al. (2015), Taravat et al. (2019) and Lobert et al. (2021)
have used ML for mowing detection. The first used a Classification and
Regression Trees (CART) algorithm, the second a Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) and the third a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The three
studies classified small consecutive sequences of the grassland time
series into mown and unmown. An advantage of machine learning
approaches is that they do not require expert knowledge of grassland
development. Patterns and correlations can be identified in large, mul-
tidimensional data sets without human intervention (Dahiya et al.,
2022). Other studies rely on change detection by thresholding or rule
sets for mowing event detection (Courault et al., 2010; Grant et al.,
2015a; Estel et al., 2018; Kolecka et al., 2018; Griffiths et al., 2019;
Stendardi et al., 2019; de Vroey et al., 2021; Schwieder et al., 2022; de
Vroey et al., 2022).

Previous remote sensing studies did not fully exploit the combi-
nations of different input features from optical, radar, and weather
data in deep learning approaches to detect mowing events. Advances
in data policy, making the Sentinel and Landsat satellite data freely
available can and should now be fully exploited. Exploring the potential
of different machine learning and deep learning methods has not been
done for mowing event detection. Most studies to this point do not
test their models for transferability to other sites and years but this
would especially important to apply an approach area-wide and make
it valuable for CAP or Habitat Directive monitoring. Therefore, the
aim of this study was to develop a feasible approach to monitoring
mowing events that allows spatial and temporal extrapolation to years
and areas that were not included in the training data. The approach
should also be continuously applicable throughout the whole growing
season and not only at the end of the year. We used both optical and
SAR remote sensing data in combination with weather data and a novel
two-step approach to fill gaps in optical time series with supervised
ML regression and then classified time series sequences into mown and
unmown using ML methods. We compared four different ML algorithms
and consider the usefulness of SAR, optical, and meteorological fea-
tures. Our reference data came from various grassland sites in Germany,
covering representative geographical regions over several years and
representing all intensity levels from extensive to intensive. We also
investigated the transferability of our approach in time and space.

This study aimed to answer the following questions:
(1) Can the detection of grassland mowing events be improved by

gap filling in optical time series with SAR data using machine learning
algorithms? (2) Can additional precipitation and temperature features
improve the results? (3) Can we transfer the trained model to unknown

years and regions?

https://esa.sen4cap.org
https://esa.sen4cap.org
https://esa.sen4cap.org
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Fig. 1. Locations of Study sites across Germany.

. Material

.1. Study sites

The study was carried out at seven grassland sites in the Federal Re-
ublic of Germany. Germany has a temperate climate with an average
emperature of 9.0 ◦C and an average precipitation of 721 mm (DWD
limate Data Center, 2021a,c). Grassland in Germany is mostly semi-
atural permanent grassland in the form of meadows, pastures and
ay meadows. It is managed for nature conservation or for fodder
roduction.

The study sites are widely distributed throughout Germany and
ave different climatic and soil conditions. They cover five of the seven
atural regions in Germany (see Fig. 1). Lindhof and Trenthorst have
maritime influence, Haus Riswick is situated in the warm lowlands,

he Schwäbische Alb is a low mountain range with comparatively
ower temperatures and well-drained soils, Aulendorf is in the warmer
nd wetter uplands, and Schorfheide-Chorin is again situated in the
elatively dry lowlands. Hainich-Dün lies in a transition area between
he low mountain range of eastern Hesse and arable plains.

.2. Reference data

We used data from seven study sites representing the heterogeneity
f the German grassland landscape in 2017, 2018 and 2019 (see
able 2). The different study sites represent a gradient of intensity,
anging from plots mown once or twice a year to more intensively
anaged areas with up to five cuts per year.

We collected the data from experimental farms of Federal Ministries
f Agriculture, research institutes, or universities, which keep per-
anent records of their grassland parcels and management practices.
nother source of ground truth data were three intensively studied
4

rassland areas of the Biodiversity Exploratories (Fischer et al., 2010;
Table 2
Overview over study sites ordered from north to south with site name, available years,
precipitation sum, average temperature, number of mowing events, and number of
parcels per year. The number of parcels includes all parcels with at least one mowing
and no grazing before the first mowing.

Study site Year Precipitation Temp. No. of Median no. No. of
sum [mm] avg [◦C] cuts of cuts parcels

Lindhof 2017 965 9.7 1–4 3 5
2018 575 10.2 1–4 2 14

Trenthorst 2017 913 9.7 1–2 1 6
2018 507 10.5 1 1 8
2019 711 10.5 1–2 2 11

Schorfheide 2017 736 9.8 1–2 2 18
Chorin 2018 418 10.8 1–2 1 22

2019 520 11.0 1–2 1 15
Riswick 2017 777 11.3 3–4 3 27

2018 669 12.2 1–4 4 27
2019 797 11.9 4 4 19

Hainich 2017 891 9.2 1–2 1 23
2018 540 10.1 1–2 1 21
2019 698 9.9 1–2 1 25

Schwäbische 2017 1147 8.2 1–4 2 43
Alb 2018 887 9.1 1–4 2 46

2019 1102 8.6 1–4 2 45
Aulendorf 2017 1156 9.0 1–5 3 53

2018 888 9.9 1–5 4 52
2019 1088 9.4 5 5 18

Vogt et al., 2019). All seven study areas together provided information
on 175 parcels in 2017, 190 parcels in 2018 and 133 parcels in 2019.
A total of 1200 mowing events were recorded.

All datasets for all study sites consisted of parcel boundaries and
information on grassland management practices and the corresponding
date or day of the year. The minimum management information in-
cluded grassland harvest dates. Data did not always include information
on grazing. In this case, we treated the parcels as grassland with no
grazing activities. We focused on parcels with at least one mowing. We
did not include pure pasture plots because we did not have information
on pasture management, such as livestock density or rotation, for all
study sites. In the case of hayfields with both mowing and grazing
information, we included data from the beginning of the year in the
training dataset until the first grazing occurred.

2.3. Satellite data

The SAR satellite constellation with two Sentinel-1 (S1) satellites
S1-A and S1-B and the optical satellite constellation with two Sentinel-
2 (S2) satellites S2-A and S2-B and Landsat 8 (L8) acquired the images
used in this study. We used available S2 and L8 data for all test sites for
the respective years, but where S2 and L8 acquired data on the same
day, we kept only the S2 scene due to its higher spatial resolution. For
the S1 data, we selected one orbit for each test site to ensure consistent
acquisition geometries for all images. To avoid signal interference from
morning dew, we only selected ascending orbits acquired at around 5
pm (Tamm et al., 2016). Fig. 2 shows the availability of the satellite
data for the study years and study sites.

S1 operates in C-band (5.5 cm wavelength) and mainly provides
dual-polarization data in VV (vertical transmit, vertical receive) and
VH (vertical transmit, horizontal receive) in the interferometric wide
swath (IW) mode. The S1 constellation has a revisit time of 6 days on
the same orbit (Hajduch and Bourbigot, 2022).

Repeatpass SAR coherence is a measure of the decorrelation be-
tween two co-registered images (Rosen et al., 2000). Changes between
two SAR images cause a decrease in interferomic coherence. We gen-
erated coherence time series from S1 single look complex (SLC) prod-
ucts, which contain phase and amplitude information. The coherence
between each image and the image acquired six days earlier was
calculated for VV and VH polarization, respectively. This was done
by updating all orbit positions and co-registering the corresponding
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Fig. 2. Availability of cloud free optical data from Sentinel-2 (S2) and Landsat 8 (L8) for the study sites and the availability of one Sentinel-1 (S1) orbit with its six-day revisit
interval. The sustainable start of growing season and the median number of days between two acquisitions per year are shown.
image pairs using SNAP-ESA Sentinel Application Platform software.
The coherence images were then debursted and terrain corrected. A
total of 1289 individual scenes were processed in this way.

We processed 1617 backscatter images from Ground Range Detected
(GRD) products that were detected, multi-looked, and projected to
the ground range with phase information lost. On the GRD data, we
performed the standard pre-processing steps thermal and border noise
removal, calibration, and terrain correction to calculate the gamma-
naught backscatter coefficient in VH and VV polarization for each
image with SNAP (Filipponi, 2019). A speckle filter was not necessary
because we used an object-based approach. After preprocessing, the
backscatter and coherence images had a resolution of 10 𝑥 10 m. From
S1 VV and VH backscatter, the Radar Vegetation Index (RVI)

𝑅𝑉 𝐼 = 4 ⋅ 𝑉 𝐻
𝑉𝐻 + 𝑉 𝑉

(1)

and the VH/VV ratio were calculated. They showed their potential
for agricultural vegetation monitoring as they are more robust against
environmental impacts (Holtgrave et al., 2020b; Schlund and Erasmi,
2020; Nasirzadehdizaji et al., 2019; Vreugdenhil et al., 2018).

S2 has 13 optical bands with wavelengths between 443 and
2202 nm and spatial resolutions of 10, 20, or 60 m. S2 has a revisit
time of 10 days at the same viewing angles (Thales Alenia Space Team,
2022). L8 acquires images in 9 bands from 430 to 1380 nm with a
revisit time of six-days. Except for the panchromatic band, L8 images
have a spatial resolution of 30 m (United States Geological Survey,
2019). For optical imagery, the viewing angles are neglected in this
study. The overlap of the different orbits at higher latitudes, therefore,
allows for a higher revisit frequency. Fig. 2 shows the availability of S2
and L8 scenes for the different sites.

Analysis-ready data (level-2) were provided by a FORCE data cube.
The S2 and L8 scenes were radiometrically and geometrically cor-
rected, reprojected and cloud masked using the FORCE (Framework
5

for Operational Radiometric Correction for Environmental monitoring)
processing system (Frantz, 2019). During this process, the L8 resolution
was adjusted from 30 m to 10 m using nearest-neighbor resampling. The
VIs NDVI (Rouse et al., 1973) and EVI (Huete et al., 2002) were then
calculated using the FORCE processor. In grassland studies, the joint
use of NDVI and EVI can be an advantageous, because they respond in
complementary way (Halabuk et al., 2015).

We calculated the pixel median of each grassland parcel for each
optical and SAR scene feature after applying an inward buffer of 12 m
to the parcels to avoid mixed pixels at parcel boundaries.

2.4. Weather data

The three years considered, 2017–2019, had different weather con-
ditions. 2017 was a wet year, while 2018 was extremely dry, warm
and with above average sunshine hours (DWD Climate Data Center,
2021a,c,b). 2019 was also warmer and drier than average, but not as
extreme as 2018.

We used daily weather data from the German Weather Service
(DWD) in a one-kilometre grid (German Weather Center, 2020). We
averaged the mean temperature in ◦ C and the precipitation sums in mm
for each study site and day and calculated three, six, and 12-day right
aligned rolling sums. By using rolling precipitation and temperature
sums, the weather of previous days is considered to reflect the growing
conditions for the plants or the management conditions.

We calculated the corrected cumulative grassland temperature sum for
each study site and year to obtain the day of the sustainable vege-
tation start (Ernst and Loeper; Bundesanstalt für Landwirtschaft und
Ernährung, 2017). For the corrected cumulative sum, all positive daily
temperature averages from the beginning of the year are added. In
January temperatures are multiplied by a factor of 0.5, in February
by a factor of 0.75, and thereafter by a factor of 1. If the cumulative
sum exceeds 200 in spring, the sustainable start of vegetation has been
reached. The date is used to exclude satellite scenes from our dataset
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Fig. 3. Schematic depiction of method. Different machine learning and deep learning methods were tested (RFR: Random Forest Regression, SVR: Support Vector Regression, DNN:
Deep Neural Network, RFC: Random Forest Classification, SVM: Support Vector Machine, CNN: Convolutional Neural Network, LSTM: Long Short-Term Memory).
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Table 3
Overview of input data for gap filling and for mowing event detection.

Type Feature Gap Mowing event detection
Filling OPT+SAR OPT SAR

+W −W +W −W +W −W

SAR Backscatter x x x x x
(VV, VH) Coherence x x x x x

RVI, Ratio x x x x x
Optical NDVI x x x x x

EVI x x x x x
Weather Temperature x x x

Precipitation x x x

prior to the sustainable vegetation start individually for each study site
and year. The temperature differences between the years and between
the different study sites lead to different starts of the growing season
(see Fig. 2).

2.5. Features

After processing the satellite scenes, we had different SAR, optical,
and weather features in time series for each parcel. In the following,
these features were used for gap filling and time series classification. To
fill the gaps, we also used the information from the period between suc-
cessive optical scenes. As we also wanted to determine the importance
of optical, SAR and weather features we compared different feature
groupings: Optical and SAR features together (OPT+SAR), optical fea-
tures only (OPT), and SAR features only (SAR). We compared each
group with weather data (+W) or without weather data (−W). Table 3
shows an overview of all different features and in which method and
grouping they are deployed.

3. Methods

Mowing event detection is time-critical because grass can grow back
very quickly after a mowing event, which could easily result in an event
being missed if satellite imagery is not available. Due to cloud cover,
optical data time series can have long gaps between scenes. Therefore,
in a first step, we wanted to fill the gaps in optical time series with
different machine learning regression methods. In a second step, we use
ML techniques to classify time series snippets into mown and unmown
(see Fig. 3).

3.1. Gap handling

All data must be on the same temporal grid for SAR, optical, and
weather data to be used together in a binary classification of time series
snippets, as not all ML algorithms used in this study can work with
missing values. We used the S1 data in its regular six-day interval as
the reference grid. We fitted temperature and precipitation data to this
6

grid using only weather data from the same days as the S1 data. The
availability of optical data from S2 and L8 does not have a regular time
interval due to clouds and different sensing geometries. The aim of the
gap filling was therefore to produce artificial optical data on the days
of the S1 acquisitions when no actual optical data were available to
match with the temporal grid.

A simple approach to fill gaps in time series is linear or spline
interpolation between existing data (e.g. de Carvalho et al., 2017).
However, this can lead to over- or under-estimation of actual values,
resulting in mowing events going undetected. We therefore tested three
machine learning algorithms in addition to a linear interpolation to fill
the optical time series grid with the help of SAR data based on our
previous findings (Holtgrave et al., 2020a,b).

To train and test the Gap-handling approaches, we created a dataset
of days with both SAR and optical data available. The presence of such
coincident data was assessed individually for each grassland parcel. For
all parcels combined, this resulted in 5245 samples across all years. The
two previous (𝑡−1, 𝑡−2) and two subsequent (𝑡1, 𝑡2) optical and SAR data

ere assigned to each of these samples at the time of 𝑡0, regardless of
hether they were on the six-day grid (see Fig. 4). For the SAR data, the

ix-day repeat time resulted in a window size of five observations and
4 days. For the optical data, the window size is also five observations,
ut the number of days within the window varies depending on cloud
onditions. Therefore, the days between optical observations were also
dded as a feature. The target variable of this regression task was the
egetation indices at 𝑡0 and the input variables were all other features
t 𝑡−1, 𝑡−2, 𝑡1 and 𝑡2. In addition, the SAR features at 𝑡0 were included in
he regression task. 80% of the samples were used as training data and
0% as test data, including all parcels and years. In the test dataset, the
ptical target variable was removed at 𝑡0 to create synthetic gaps.

We tested Random Forest Regression (RFR), Support Vector Regres-
ion (SVR), and a Deep Neural Network Regression (DNN) to generate
rtificial optical data at data gaps. Random forest is a classification and
egression method that consists of multiple uncorrelated decision trees.
ll decision trees are grown under a particular type of randomization
uring the learning process (Ho, 1995; Breiman, 2001). In regression
asks, the average prediction of the individual trees is returned. Ran-
om Forest is a widely used method for remote sensing applications due
o the accuracy of the results and the direct evaluability of the variable
mportance (Belgiu and Drăgu, 2016). We used the ranger method from
he R package caret with 10 k-fold cross validation (Kuhn et al., 2021).
VR is based on Support Vector Machines (SVM) for classification
urposes developed by Vapnik (2000). In SVR, the original non-linear
unction is transferred to a higher dimensional feature space where the
unction can be treated as a linear function. Linear regression can be
pplied, and an optimal approximation can be obtained. SVMs were
ntroduced years before Random Forest, but are still of great interest in
he remote sensing community (Mountrakis et al., 2011; Sheykhmousa
t al., 2020). From caret we employed the svmRadial method with
0 k-fold cross validation. Both RF and SVR use an automatic grid
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Fig. 4. Schematic depiction of gap filling. The target variable are the vegetation indices
at 𝑡0 and the input variables are the optical and SAR features at 𝑡−1, 𝑡−2, 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 and
the SAR features at 𝑡0.

search for the tuning parameters with a tune length of three. They
automatically select the best model. Hinton and Salakhutdinov (2006)
developed DNNs from Artificial Neural Networks. In deep learning,
several blocks of filters or layers with specific functions are stacked to
capture image information. This method is increasingly used in remote
sensing applications (Li et al., 2019). Using the keras R package (Allaire
and Cholle, 2021) we built a basic DNN with two dense layers (64
nodes) and relu activation with a mean squared error loss function. We
trained the model for 100 epochs with a 0.2 validation split and early
stopping.

After training the models, we applied the models to the test sam-
ples. From the difference between the observed and predicted VIs, we
determined the best method by calculating the residual sum (RS), root
mean square error (RMSE), and mean absolute error (MAE). Kolecka
et al. (2018) found that the NDVI decreases by at least 0.2 after a
mowing event. For this reason, we considered deviations of more than
0.2 between observed and predicted values to be particularly critical
for the detection of mowing events. If the predicted value differs from
the observed value by more than 0.2, the probability of introducing
false mowing events or removing real events is high. Therefore, we
also used the number of extreme residuals above or below +/−0.2 for
evaluation. The method with the lowest RMSE, MAE, RS and number
of extreme residuals was then used again to train a model with 100%
of all samples with simultaneous S1 and optical data to make use of all
available data. This model was applied to the remaining data points of
all parcels where SAR data was available, but optical data was missing
at 𝑡0 to create a six-day interval of the optical data.

To compare time series fitted to the six-day grid using ML methods
and those where missing values were interpolated, we linearly interpo-
lated the original optical data between days of cloud-free acquisitions.
Only values that fit the six-day grid were then considered to construct
the interpolated time series. We linearly interpolated values between
𝑡−1 and 𝑡1 (see Eq. (2)) and compared the interpolated VIs with the
observed VIs at 𝑡0.

𝑉 𝐼(𝑡0) = 𝑉 𝐼𝑡−1 +
𝑉 𝐼𝑡1 − 𝑉 𝐼𝑡−1

𝑡1 − 𝑡−1
⋅ (𝑡0 − 𝑡−1) (2)

After the gap handling, there were four data sets with time series
f satellite and weather features for each grassland parcel on a six-day
emporal grid: The three gap-filled ML datasets (RFR, SVR, DNN) and
ne dataset with linearly interpolated values (int). For mowing event
etection, only the best gap-filled (gf ) dataset and the int dataset were
onsidered.

We normalized all satellite features of the int and gf time series
from zero to one by parcel and year to scale the input features to the
7

same range of values, as this improves model training (Bisphop, 1995).
Weather data were normalized using all weather data from 2017–2019
to preserve the temporal and spatial variability between years and
study sites.

3.2. Mowing event detection

To detect mowing events, we sliced the time series of all parcels
and features in the six-day grid into sequences of equal length using
a sliding window approach, to detect mowing events throughout the
whole growing season (see Fig. 5). Five observations before and five
after the midpoint 𝑡0 were included in a sequence, resulting in 11 ob-
servations over 60 days. This window size was found to be appropriate
in Lobert et al. (2021). If a mowing event occurred at the midpoint 𝑡0
or between 𝑡−1 and 𝑡0, the sequence was labeled as mown. If no mowing
occurred, or a mowing occurred before 𝑡−1 or after 𝑡0, it was labeled as
unmown. We utilized each observation point once as the midpoint 𝑡0 of
a sequence.

As described in Section 2.1, some parcels were only valid for train-
ing. This was the case when grazing occurred after the mowing. All
sequences with coincident grazing were omitted and only sequences
before grazing were used for training. The remaining sequences were
split into 80% training and 20% test sequences, stratified by year and
study site. Each parcel-year combination was considered for either
training or testing only. This resulted in approximately 16 000 training
and 3 600 test sequences. Of the 16 000 training sequences, 988
sequences and of the 3 600 test samples, 225 sequences included a
mowing event. The training set included sequences from 346 extensive,
133 medium and 33 intensive plots.

To classify the sequences into mown and unmown, we compared
four different ML algorithms. Random Forest Classification (RF) and
SVM are well-known and established ML classifiers. CNN and Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) deep learning algorithm have shown great
potential in image or time-series classification tasks (Lu et al., 2021;
Zhang et al., 2019; Karim et al., 2019). In SVMs, vectors represent each
object in a vector space. The SVM fits a hyperplane to this space, which
divides the training objects into classes. In order for the hyperplane
to separate the objects linearly, the SVM transfers the vectors to a
higher dimensional feature space, as in SVR (Vapnik, 2000). As with
regression, the RF classification is an algorithm consisting of multiple
uncorrelated decision trees. For a classification, each tree in this forest
is allowed to make a decision and the class with the most votes decides
the final classification. Both RF and SVM do not take into account the
order of the features and therefore cannot retain temporal information.

In contrast, CNN and LSTM have the ability to handle the order
of the input values. Both are based on Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN) with input and output layers and hidden layers in between (Zou
et al., 2008). CNN are not designed for time series per se, but are
often used in computer vision to detect objects and patterns in im-
ages (O’Shea and Nash, 2015). They can be adapted to work on
time-series classification (Zhao et al., 2017). A CNN consists of one or
more convolutional layers, which extract higher-level features. Within
a convolutional layer, the input is transformed by filters before being
passed on to the next layer. Initially, the values in the filter are random.
Therefore, the first runs, or convolutions, serve as a training phase.
After each iteration, the CNN automatically adjusts these values using
a loss function. The CNN continuously readjusts the filters as training
progresses. Convolutional layers are often followed by pooling layers
that summarize and downsample the extracted information (O’Shea
and Nash, 2015). LSTMs are recurrent neural networks (RNN) - neu-
ral networks that, unlike feedforward networks, are characterized by
connections from neurons in one layer to neurons in the same or a
previous layer (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). RNNs keep track
of arbitrary long-term dependencies in the input sequences that can

provide contextual information. This makes them ideal for time series
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Fig. 5. Division of time series into time series sequences. Sequences were labeled as mown if mowing occurred in the period between 𝑡−1 and 𝑡0 or on 𝑡0.
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lassification and prediction. But a vanilla RNN is trained using back-
ropagation, thus the long-term gradients that are back-propagated can

‘vanish’’ and tend to zero, or ‘‘explode’’ and tend to infinity, forgetting
r overemphasizing information from long ago. LSTM units, which also
llow gradients to flow unchanged, prevent this problem. An LSTM
ell consists of three parts: The first part is the Forget Gate, which
emembers or forgets information from previous time steps. The second
art (Input Gate) learns new information from the current input and the
hird part is the Output Gate. This gate passes the updated information
o the next cell. The cell knows the hidden state of the previous and the
urrent state, which can be seen as a short-term memory. Unlike RNNs,
STMs also know the state of the cell. This is the long-term memory that
arries information with all time steps. For a deeper insight into CNN
nd LSTM see Goodfellow et al. (2016).

For the RF and SVM methods, we used the caret package in R (Kuhn
t al., 2021). The aim of our study was not to perfect one method
ut to compare the general ability of the approaches to determine
rassland use intensity. Therefore, we used the default classification
ettings for RF and SVM. Both resample five times k-fold and use an
utomatic grid search for the tuning parameters with a tune length
f three. We implemented the CNN and LSTM methods with Keras
nd TensorFlow backend in R (Fabel et al., 2022; Kalinowski et al.,
023). We used the same CNN model as used in Lobert et al. (2021),
ho adapted a 1D-CNN from Wang et al. (2017). It consists of two

onvolutional layers with kernel sizes of five and three, respectively.
he output of the convolutional layers was zero-padded to remain
he same size as the input. Batch normalization and a rectified linear
nit (ReLU) activation function were applied after each layer. The two
onvolutional layers were followed by a global average pooling and
single densely connected and sigmoid-activated neuron to give the

inal output. The LSTM model was again a stacked LSTM consisting of
wo LSTM layers (24 and 48 units respectively) followed by a dropout
ayer to prevent overfitting and a dense layer with sigmoid activation
t the end. The binary crossentropy with rmsprop optimizer was used as
loss function. We trained 100 epochs with a batch size of 64 and a

alidation split of 0.2. The training curves were controlled randomly to
void overfitting.

The binary classification task is very unbalanced with only 5% mown
amples (n = 1 285) compared to 94% unmown samples (n = 23 866).
n this case, ML algorithms may be biased towards the larger group. To
alance out the dataset, we up-sampled the mown samples using the
andom oversampling method (Ling and Li, 1998) until they reached
he same sample size as the mown samples. This was done using the
pSample-function of the R caret -package. All the original data were left
ntact and additional samples were added to the minority classes with
eplacement. Random upsampling proved to be the best method for this
ask in previous experiments, compared to downsampling the unmown
amples, creating artificial samples with the Synthetic Minority Over-
ampling Technique (SMOTE) (Chawla et al., 2002), or using weighting
8

actors on the samples. We then tested the four classification algorithms
n multiple runs with different settings. We ran the sequences generated
y the best ML gf method against the int time series, each with six
ifferent feature combinations. With the different feature combinations,
e tested how the method behaved with only optical or only SAR
ata, and what the influence of the weather was (see Table 3 and
ection 2.4).

We then tested the same combinations for transferability. To test
patial transferability, we manually separated training and test data
y study site, ensuring that the training and test datasets included
ifferent intensity levels and spatial locations within Germany. We used
ll sequences from Aulendorf (medium-intensive; southern Germany),
indhof (extensive-medium; northern Germany), Schorfheide-Chorin
extensive; north-eastern Germany) and Schwäbische Alb (extensive-
edium; southern Germany) for training, and tested the models on

he sequences from Hainich (extensive, central Germany), Haus Riswick
medium; western Germany), and Trenthorst (extensive; northern Ger-
any). To test the temporal transferability, we trained the model on

wo of the three years and tested it on the remaining year — each of
he years 2017–2019 was the target year once.

Mowing events were often detected in successive sequences because
he characteristics of a mowing event are present although not at
0 (Lobert et al., 2021). Therefore, consecutive classified mowing events
ere clustered to the median event with a tolerance of +/−12 days. The

lassification results of the different methods and feature combinations
ere then compared in terms of precision (true positive rate — TPR),

ecall (positive predictive value — PPV) and F1-score (F1), which is the
armonic mean of precision and recall (Kent et al., 1955).

In addition, we analyzed the ability of the models to find the exact
umber of mowing events per parcel and the number of correctly
lassified first two mowing events in the test dataset. For the latter,
n addition to the condition that the mowing event must be within a
olerance of +/−12 days, it must also be in the correct position/order;
or example, a second cut is only valid if the date is correct and there
s only one cut detected before that date.

. Results

.1. Gap handling

We tested the ability of three different ML methods and linear
egression to predict optical data at dates with only SAR data. The
esults showed that all methods, including linear interpolation, pre-
icted gaps within the VI time series mainly within the non-critical
ange of residuals between −0.2 and 0.2 (see Fig. 6). The medians of
he residuals were close to zero, and the lower and upper quartiles were
arrow for all methods. For the mowing event detection, we, therefore,
ocused on the ability of the approaches to avoid extreme residuals
ith residuals below or above this range. For both NDVI and EVI, the
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a

Fig. 6. The residual distribution of the Gap-handling results calculated with DNN, SVR, RF, and with linear interpolation. The differences between observed and predicted values
re shown (residuals). The light-grey area marks the residual range between −0.2 and 0.2, which is considered to be non-critical for mowing event detection.
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Table 4
Metrics for gap handling algorithms by vegetation index and algorithm. Extreme
Residuals are the number of values with residuals larger than 0.2 or lower than −0.2.
The best results are shown in bold.

VI Algorithm RMSE MAE Extreme Residual
residuals sum

NDVI interpolated 0.102 0.061 87 95.34
RFR 0.069 0.044 34 69.3
SVR 0.07 0.047 36 73.93
DNN 0.091 0.063 53 99.07

EVI interpolated 0.101 0.057 86 88.56
RFR 0.069 0.044 36 68.53
SVR 0.071 0.048 31 75.54
DNN 0.099 0.067 58 104.6

interpolation produced the highest number of extreme residuals. RFR
and SVR resulted in the lowest number of critical extreme residuals
for NDVI and EVI, respectively (see Table 4). RFR gave the lowest
RMSE, MAE, and RS values for NDVI and EVI with RMSE = 0.072 and
0.070, MAE = 0.048 and 0.047, and RS = 69.30 and 68.53 respectively.
Compared to the other methods, the DNN had the highest interquartile
range and was the least suitable for filling the gaps.

Fig. 7 shows the gap-filled and interpolated time-series for three
randomly selected parcels in the year 2017 on the six-day grid together
with the actual NDVI values on the day of acquisition. In most cases, the
RF and SVR predictions capture the trends quite well. In contrast, the
DNN time-series show large fluctuations. In Aulendorf and Schwäbische
Alb low values are moderated compared to the real values. This can
lead to mowing events not being detected, but low values due to
undetected clouds can be compensated (see very low value around
September in Aulendorf). In Trenthorst there were only few optical
scenes available throughout the year. The interpolated time-series is
therefore very flat. The ML algorithms introduce more movement.

As the RFR algorithm had the lowest RMSE, MAE, and RS values and
the lowest number of extreme residuals for NDVI, we used it to continue
with the Gap-handling. An analysis of the variable importance of the
RFR model showed that for both VIs, the most important variables
were the optical variables themselves immediately before and after the
gap (70.6 and 56.7). VV and VH coherence at 𝑡1 (3.5 and 2.9) and
backscatter RVI at 𝑡0 (2.3) had the highest variable importance of the
SAR features, but they have a comparatively low importance. The time
between optical acquisitions did not play a role.

4.2. Mowing event classification

Mowing event detection was performed with different settings to
9

find the best algorithm, the best feature combination, and the best s
Gap-handling method for classifying time series sequences into mown
and unmown. We tested two different methods to generate missing
optical data in temporal grids, four different ML methods for classifying
time series sequences, and six different feature combinations. Correctly
classified mowing events were within a tolerance of +/−12 days of the
eference mowing date. We evaluated the results with F1, PPV, and
PR. Fig. 8 shows in (a), (b), (c) and (d) the results separated by gap
andling, algorithm, and feature combination, as well as the results by
ear. Table 5 shows the ranking of all classification settings ordered by
1. The best classification result was obtained with gf time series with
ptical and weather features (OPT+W ) and the LSTM algorithm (TPR
0.92, PPV = 0.85, and F1 = 0.89).
Fig. 8(a) breaks down the by the ML algorithm. CNN and LSTM

roduced robustly good models with high medians and narrow in-
erquartile ranges for F1, PPV and TPR. RF tend to produce rather poor
odels, with F1 and TPR varying widely from model to model. The

VM models also had narrow interquartile ranges but do not achieve
s high F1, PPV, and TPR values as the CNN and LSTM methods. Due to
he unreliable results of RF and SVM, Figs. 8(b) to 8(d) show only the
esults of LSTM and CNN. Fig. 8(b) compares the results of the mowing
vent detection for time series with linearly interpolated VIs (int) and
or time series with gap-filled VIs (gf ). The median F1, PPV, and TPR
ere very similar for both gap filling methods, with the int values being

lightly better.
The overall best model in terms of F1 used optical and weather data,

ut no SAR features (OPT+W ). The combination of OPT+W features
lso gave stable results (see Fig. 8(c)). Among the top ten models,
here the values are close overall, there are only variations with optical
OPT ) and optical and SAR features combined (OPT+SAR). Except
or one case, these models always included weather data (OPT+W or
PT+SAR+W ). From Fig. 8(c) it is clear that weather data improved

he classification results.
We analyzed the results to see if there were differences in predictive

ower across use intensity levels (see Fig. 10). The best results were
btained for the intensively used parcels with a median F1 of 0.93,
ollowed by the medium intensity parcels (F1 = 0.88) and extensive
arcels with F1 of 0.67 based on the LSTM and CNN algorithm. We
ifferentiated by individual parcel because the use intensity of one
tudy site differed for individual parcels. The training set included 7800
equences from extensive parcels, 7000 samples from medium intensive
arcels, and 1150 samples from intensive parcels.

Looking at the different test sites, the best results were obtained at
he Riswick test site, followed by Schwäbische Alb and Aulendorf with
edian F1 values of 0.94, 0.83 and 0.80 respectively. These were the
tudy sites with the most sample sequences in the training data set —
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Fig. 7. Actual and predicted NDVI values from DNN, linear interpolation, RF, and SVR for three parcels of three study sites for the year 2017. Predicted values were predicted
on the 6 day grid.
Fig. 8. Classification measures F1, Precision (PPV) and Recall (TPR) for time series sequence classification into mown and unmown. (a) shows the results for the classification
algorithm, (b) depicts the results grouped by gap handling method without SAR models, (c) the results grouped by feature combination, and (d) discriminated between years. In
each case, all results were taken into account and only subdivided according to the corresponding category. (b) - (d) only include the CNN and LSTM algorithm.
over 3000 each. The results for the other study sites with less than 2000
sample sequences reached median F1 values of 0.64 (Schorfheide) or
0.67 (Lindhof, Trenthorst and Hainich).

For those mowing dates that were correctly identified within the
+/−12 day evaluation window, the difference between the predicted
and actual mowing dates for the LSTM and CNN models was on average
only two days earlier than the predicted date. The mean MAE was 2.6
10
days and the mean RMSE was 4.0 days when comparing the predicted
date with the actual date.

We also looked at the results for the three years considered (see
Fig. 8(d)). 2019 had the best classification results. 2017 and 2018 both
had worse results, with 2017 having better TPR and 2018 having better
PPV values. The higher TPR values in 2017 indicate that cuts were more
likely to be missed, whereas in 2018 mowing events were detected, that
did not take place.
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Table 5
Classification metrics for mowing event classification by algorithm, gap handling and
features. F1, Recall (TPR) and Precision (PPV) are shown. The list is ordered by
descending F1.

Method Gap handling Features Weather F1 PPV TPR

LSTM Gap-filled OPT + W 0.89 0.85 0.92
LSTM Lin. interpolated OPT + W 0.88 0.85 0.91
CNN Lin. interpolated OPT + W 0.86 0.84 0.88
LSTM Gap-filled OPT+SAR + W 0.86 0.88 0.84
CNN Gap-filled OPT + W 0.85 0.79 0.91
CNN Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.85 0.84 0.86
CNN Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR + W 0.85 0.81 0.89
LSTM Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR + W 0.85 0.83 0.87
RF Gap-filled OPT + W 0.85 0.95 0.78
RF Lin. interpolated OPT + W 0.85 0.94 0.78
CNN Gap-filled OPT+SAR −W 0.83 0.86 0.80
CNN Gap-filled OPT+SAR + W 0.83 0.80 0.86
LSTM SAR + W 0.82 0.83 0.80
LSTM Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.81 0.83 0.79
CNN Gap-filled OPT −W 0.80 0.77 0.83
LSTM Gap-filled OPT+SAR −W 0.80 0.79 0.81
LSTM Lin. interpolated OPT −W 0.80 0.80 0.81
CNN SAR + W 0.79 0.79 0.80
SVM Gap-filled OPT −W 0.79 0.72 0.88
CNN Lin. interpolated OPT −W 0.78 0.73 0.84
LSTM Gap-filled OPT −W 0.78 0.77 0.79
SVM Gap-filled OPT+SAR −W 0.78 0.67 0.93
SVM Gap-filled OPT + W 0.76 0.65 0.91
SVM Gap-filled OPT+SAR + W 0.75 0.64 0.92
RF SAR + W 0.74 0.96 0.60
SVM Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.74 0.61 0.92
RF Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR + W 0.73 0.98 0.58
RF Gap-filled OPT+SAR + W 0.72 0.97 0.58
SVM Lin. interpolated OPT + W 0.72 0.61 0.89
SVM Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR + W 0.72 0.61 0.89
CNN SAR −W 0.68 0.64 0.72
LSTM SAR −W 0.66 0.78 0.58
SVM SAR + W 0.66 0.53 0.87
RF Lin. interpolated OPT −W 0.63 0.97 0.46
RF Gap-filled OPT −W 0.62 0.95 0.47
SVM SAR −W 0.62 0.50 0.84
RF Gap-filled OPT+SAR −W 0.28 0.97 0.16
RF Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.25 1.00 0.14
RF SAR −W 0.07 1.00 0.04
SVM Lin. interpolated OPT −W NA NA 0

To determine whether the length of the gaps between optical scenes
ffected the classification result, we calculated the median number of
ays between acquisitions per year and study site. We plotted the F1
alues for all parameter combinations containing optical data against
he median gap sizes (see Fig. 9). The SAR model was excluded because

gaps in the optical data do not affect the SAR data. We also calculated
the Pearson correlation. There is a negative correlation between F1 and
gap length for median gaps of ten days or more (r = −0.44). This effect
is largely due to the poor results for median gaps of 20 days, caused by
a parcel in the Trenthorst study area in 2017. Excluding gap lengths of
20 still resulted in a negative correlation with r = −0.26. The negative
correlation does not occur for results with median gaps smaller than
ten days (r = 0.08).

4.2.1. Transferability
Training and testing the algorithms on independent datasets – either

temporally or spatially – still gave good performance, although the
ability of the algorithm to detect mowing events in the test data
deteriorated (see Fig. 11 and Tables A.6–A.9). Overall, the F1 score
varied between 0 and 0.79 for all models and gap handling methods.

CNN was the best overall algorithm (see Fig. 11(a)). RF was not
able to reliably predict mowing events and gave the worst results.
Although the SVM algorithm sometimes gave good and even better
results than LSTM, it lead to zero mowing event detection rate for
some feature combinations. The results for gap filling were still in-
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conclusive (see Fig. 11(b)). Although the gf models gave the best g
results, int models were more reliable. Feature combinations without
eather data (-W) gave better results than those with weather data

+W) (see Fig. 11(c)(c)). Models including both optical and SAR data
ere generally superior to OPT or SAR models, with the SAR model
eing the clearly worse of the two. Nevertheless, the best CNN models
id not need SAR data.

Spatially independent mowing events were best identified with the
NN algorithm and the OPT +W and gf model (F1 = 0.76) (see
ig. 12 and Table A.6). Extrapolation to independent years could be
est achieved with CNN, OPT+SAR -W and gf time series for the target
ear 2017 (F1 = 0.72, see Table A.7); CNN, OPT -W features and gf
ime-series for the target year 2019 (F1 = 0.79, see Table A.9); and
NN, OPT-W, gf for the target year 2018 (F1 = 0.72, see Table A.8).
he TPR was always higher than the PPV for the spatially independent
odels and the temporally independent target year 2017, meaning

hat the models tend to miss true positives. For the target years 2018
nd 2019, the PPV was mostly higher than the TPR. Thus, more true
ositive mowing events were detected but also more false positives.

We tested the spatially independent data on the three test sites
ainich (extensive), Riswick (medium intensive) and Trenthorst (ex-

ensive). The best results were obtained for Riswick and Hainich with
ean F1 = 0.70 and F1 = 0.64 respectively. Trenthorst only achieved
mean F1 = 0.51. The evaluation of spatially independent years again

howed that the results for 2017 (mean F1 = 0.66) were worse than for
018 (mean F1 = 0.75) and 2019 (mean F1 = 0.70).

.2.2. Intensity estimation
The intensity of grassland use can be defined by several factors

elated to mowing events, such as the number of cuts, the recovery time
etween cuts, or the timing of the first cut. The first two cuts and the
otal number of cuts per parcel are considered to be the most important
actors in estimating the use intensity, while the timing of the first cut
s also important for environmental measures. In this section, we focus
n analyzing the temporal and spatial accuracy of the first two cuts and
he number of cuts per plot.

Fig. 13 illustrates the accuracy of the LSTM algorithm in predicting
he number of mowing events per parcel compared to the actual
umber of mowing events. Overestimation and underestimation are
hown, differentiated by the number of actual mowing events. A further
istinction is made between the methods used to manage the gaps. The
igure shows that areas mown once or twice a year tend to be overesti-
ated, whereas sites mown more frequently tend to be underestimated.
hile the number of over- or underestimations was generally limited

o one or two events, some exceptions were observed with differences
f up to four cuts. The MAE for the number of mowing events for all
arameter combinations for LSTM and CNN was 0.67. The best overall
odel OPT +W achieved a MAE of 0.47.

The SAR +W feature combination was found to be the best pre-
ictor for plots with only one mowing operation per year, while the
PT +W and OPT -W models with gf time series performed well in

dentifying the correct number of cuts on two-cut meadows. The OPT
W - gf model gave the best results on three-cut and four-cut meadows.
lthough the OPT +W - gf model identified all mowing events on five-
ut parcels, the data for such parcels were underrepresented in the data,
nd therefore the results cannot be considered representative.

The correct detection of the first mowing event can already indicate
he use intensity of grassland by its date. The time between the first and
he second mowing events can also indicate the use intensity.

We analyzed the number of correctly classified first two mowing
vents in the test dataset (see Fig. 14). The figure shows the number
f correctly classified mowing events by feature combination and the
ut position for the LSTM method and the gap-filled time series. The
irst mowing events were correctly classified with 67% to 94%. The
un with OPT +W reached 94%. Both OPT + SAR +W and OPT + SAR
W reached 88%. Again, there is no significant difference between the

f and int models. The second mowing event of each parcel was less
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Fig. 9. Influence of the gap length between optical acquisitions on the classification results represented by the F1 measure per year and study site of classifications. The results
for all parameter combinations that include optical data are shown.
Fig. 10. Classification results by intensity of study site.
ften correctly classified, with a maximum of 71% correctly classified
OPT +W and int).

On all study sites, the first mowing event could be correctly clas-
ified by at least 67% for OPT + SAR +W and gf. For the second
owing the results were different. In the Hainich and Schorfheide

reas, less than 25% of the second cuts were found to be in the correct
osition. Aulendorf, Lindhof and Schwäbische Alb achieved 52–57%
nd in Riswick 80% of the second cuts were correctly detected. The
esults were not significantly different over the three years.

. Discussion

.1. Gap handling

Throughout the analysis, we compared whether there was an ad-
antage to infilling the optical vegetation index time series with a
achine learning approach rather than linearly interpolation. We used
armonized S2 and L8 data. The joint use of two sensors already
ncreases the availability of satellite data compared to single sensor
pproaches (Moreno-Martínez et al., 2020; Claverie et al., 2018). Fill-
ng the remaining gaps with machine learning resulted in a slight
dvantage of the predicted values over the interpolated values in the
irect comparison between the approaches. NDVI MAE of 0.044 and
MSE of 0.069 for NDVI were comparable to the results of the RNN
f Garioud et al. (2021) for grassland sites with MAE of 0.042 or 0.044
nd RMSE of 0.061 or 0.063 for their two sites. The threshold of 0.2
12
residuals is based on the assumption that this is the minimum deviation
that indicates a cut (Kolecka et al., 2018). However, Schwieder et al.
(2022) pointed out that thresholds are often not static, but should be
dynamically adjusted for years and grassland parcels. We also created
the gaps artificially by removing values from the time series. As a result,
the gaps created were longer than those actually present in the data.
For these reasons, relying solely on the extreme residuals to evaluate
the gap filling methods is less robust than analyzing the value of the
two mowing event detection methods.

Further analysis showed that there was no systematic advantage
of the RFR-filled time series for the detection of mowing events. We
expected to find a clear difference when comparing the results by
year, as the availability of optical satellite imagery varies between
years. There were sometimes longer gaps in the critical periods of May
and June — especially in 2017, a very wet year. We also assumed
that linearly interpolated time series would result in missed mowing
events if the gaps were too long (Buddeberg et al., 2016; Reinermann
et al., 2022). However, the differences between interpolated and filled
time series were often minimal in the mowing event detection results.
The TPR values, which can be an indicator of missed mowing events,
were also not very different. Due to the combined use of L2 and
L8, the median period between acquisitions only reached 20 days for
Trenthorst in 2017. Further studies on reference data with longer gaps
are recommended, also considering the study by Schmidt et al. (2014)
who found that the timing of satellite imagery can be crucial for
grassland related studies. Overall, our study suggests that interpolated
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Fig. 11. Classification measures F1, Precision (PPV) and Recall (TPR) by different factors for classifying time series sequences into mown and unmown for spatially or temporally
separated training and test data sets for extrapolation to unknown years or locations. In each case, all results were considered and only subdivided according to the corresponding
category. (b) and (c) include only the CNN algorithms. (a) shows the results for the classification algorithm, (b) shows the results grouped by gap handling method without the
pure SAR models, and (c) shows the results grouped by feature combination.
Fig. 12. Classification measures F1 for time series sequence classification into mown and unmown for the CNN method by parameter for spatially or temporally separated training
and test data sets for extrapolation to unknown years (by Year) or locations (by Study Site). The years shown are the years in the test data set.
optical time series from two different sensors could be sufficient to
detect mowing events in Germany. This is an advantage for area-wide
and recurrent application, as it is much easier to implement than a
two-step procedure with an upstream filling of gaps in the time series.
When developing classification algorithms with the aim of ensuring
their transferability over space and time, the goals of robustness and
simplicity are often sought alongside accuracy (Halabuk et al., 2015).
Nevertheless, we have not considered algorithms that can use the time
13
dimension or consider the order of variables for gap filling. These may
be more advantageous, as shown by Garioud et al. (2020, 2021).

5.2. Mowing event detection

Overall, our mowing event detection in time series sequences was
very successful. When both training and test data included all study
sites and years, the results were excellent. Optical data outperformed
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Fig. 13. Difference between the reference and predicted number of mowing events per parcel by method, feature combination (−W: without weather features, +W: including
weather features) and total number of cuts per year per parcel. The results for the LSTM algorithm are shown. Positive differences indicate an overestimation of the frequency
and negative differences an underestimation.
Fig. 14. Share of correctly classified mowing events by their correct date and correct position with the LSTM method and gap-filled time series. The suitability of the different
eature combinations for the first and second mowing event is presented.
he combined use of optical and SAR data, and weather data supported
he classification. However, when the model was extrapolated to years
r areas not included in the training data, the results deteriorated
lightly. In terms of model transferability, SAR data improved the
etection of mowing events, while weather data worsened the results.

Our models achieved F1 values of up to 0.89, which is even higher
han the highest F1 values of 0.84 achieved by Lobert et al. (2021), 0.83
chieved by Halabuk et al. (2015) or 0.80 achieved by Taravat et al.
2019). Even with a smaller tolerance window of three days before and
2 days after the actual cut, which is the same as in Schwieder et al.
2022), the F1 values only decreased by about 0.05. These results show
hat this approach is a valuable step towards CAP control during the
eason.

For the detection of mowing events, the OPT models without SAR
data were superior to the other options in terms of detection quality and
robustness of results for models trained on all parcels and years. This
contradicts the results of Lobert et al. (2021), who found improvements
with the joint use of optical and SAR data. However, Reinermann et al.
(2022) also found that the use of optical data alone was better for
detecting mowing events. Some studies support that SAR backscat-
ter (Voormansik et al., 2020; Zalite et al., 2016) or coherence shows no
14
or at most an ambiguous relationship with mowing events (Zalite et al.,
2014; Reinermann et al., 2022). Other studies find backscatter (Grant
et al., 2015b; Taravat et al., 2019) or coherence useful (de Vroey et al.,
2021). The good results of optical data have been often stated in liter-
ature, which widely acknowledges that optical remote sensing is useful
for detecting abrupt changes in vegetation condition (Kolecka et al.,
2018; Estel et al., 2018). Although not part of the study, we looked at
the use of backscatter and coherence data alone for comparability. The
results were very similar to those of Lobert et al. (2021), with coherence
being superior to backscatter when considered alone. The combined use
of backscatter, coherence and optical data (OPT+SAR) was worse than
optical and coherence or optical and backscatter.

Weather data positively influenced the classification results when
rolling temperature and precipitation sums were included in the mow-
ing event detection classification, but only when the training data
included all study sites and years. Weather data is the same for all
parcels of a study site. Therefore, it is possible that they can be used as
grouping factors and contextual information for the parcels, which is
likely to improve the results (Li et al., 2014). Both precipitation and

temperature influence biomass development and thus the time slots
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when grassland cuts are most beneficial (Smit et al., 2008). Precipi-
tation can also determine when mowing is inappropriate, as grass is
usually cut only on days without precipitation.

In a comparison of algorithms for mowing event detection, CNN and
LSTM were far superior to the more traditional methods RFC and SVM.
They can take into account the temporal order of values (Zhao et al.,
2017). Compared to Lobert et al. (2021), our CNN model results were
more stable for different feature combinations, even though it was the
same CNN algorithm with the same configurations. This may be due to
the use of more ground truth data in this study. Although often suitable
for remote sensing tasks (Belgiu and Drăgu, 2016), the RF algorithm
did not produce consistently good results. However, both the RF and
SVM models were rather simple models and it may be possible that
parameter tuning could improve the results.

The results varied according to the regions studied and the intensity
of use. This can also be seen in the studies of Lobert et al. (2021)
or Schwieder et al. (2022). On intensively used parcels we obtained
better results. Plots with less frequent mowing are also more likely to
have unrecorded grazing. Grazing can have a large effect on the signal
and thus lead to false results (Dusseux et al., 2014a; Reinermann et al.,
2022). In addition, senescent biomass is more common in autumn on
more extensive sites and can cause distortions in the signal (Holtgrave
et al., 2020b). The results also varied between study sites. There
is evidence that sample size may have played a role, as there was
significantly more training data for the sites with the best results. This
phenomenon is known from classification tasks with classes of different
sizes (Bogner et al., 2018; Blickensdörfer et al., 2022).

Classification results differed between years, even when the models
were trained on data from all years: 2017 results were the worst and
2019 results were the best. This was also the case for Lobert et al.
(2021). Schwieder et al. (2022) also found overall better F1 scores for
2019 than for 2018 in Germany. When extrapolating from specific years
to unknown years, the results were worst for the target year 2018 and
best for the target year 2019. 2017 was a wet and cloudy year. High
soil moisture levels could have caused signal interference. Undetected
clouds in the data could have led to false positive classification of
mowing events (Griffiths et al., 2019). The inferiority of the 2017
results may also be due to the size of the gaps between two acquisitions,
due to persistent cloud cover. The median gap size for 2017 is mostly
greater than or equal to ten days. Our results indicate that the median
gap size and F1 as a measure of classification are not correlated below
a median gap size of about 10 days. Only for larger gaps we observe
a negative correlation. However, as our sample contains hardly any
observations with gaps of more than 10 days, this statement should
be treated with caution. In contrast to 2017, 2018 was a very dry year.
In many places, grassland vegetation did not regrow much after the
first cut. Differences in grass height before and after each subsequent
cut may therefore have been small and therefore difficult to detect.
This may have worsened the results compared to 2019, which was a
relatively normal year in terms of weather conditions.

The definition of use intensity of permanent grassland is ambigu-
ous. Definitions are not universally accepted, as the same number of
mowing events can be considered extensive or intensive depending on
the region in Germany and the respective yield potential based on
soil type and altitude, among other factors. In addition, the timing
of management is weather dependent and can therefore change from
year to year. The exact weather conditions at the beginning of the
year have a very large influence on the first mowing date as well
as on the time between mowing events (Schoof et al., 2020). The
number of mowing events, which determines the intensity of use,
varies regionally due to different environmental conditions. Therefore,
we classified the number of events or the date of the first mowing
event without assigning a use intensity. We showed that the number of
mowing events was mostly overestimated, which could also be due to
unreported grazing activity (Reinermann et al., 2022). Information on
15

grazing could improve the models. The overall MAE for the LSTM and
CNN models was 0.67, which is slightly higher than reported in Lobert
et al. (2021), who reported MAEs between 0.32 and 0.42 for parcels
mown one to three times and 1.44 for parcels mown four times. Our
best model (OPT +W ) achieved an MAE comparable to that of MAE =
0.47.

The LSTM models were able to detect the first cut with an accuracy
of up to 94%, allowing a tolerance of +/−12 days for correct classifi-
cation. Detection of the second cut was less reliable. The first cut was
best detected because the greatest difference in biomass occurs between
before and after the mowing (Dusseux et al., 2014b). This leads to the
most significant changes in the remote sensing signals. Later, the grass
height before and after the mowing events differs less. The timing of
the first mowing is important for biodiversity and forage production, as
well as for CAP compliance. The perfect timing for forage production
and biodiversity is very much dependent on phenology and thus on
the weather. In years with a cold spring or long periods of almost daily
rainfall, farmers may cut even very intensive meadows for the first time
a month later than in normal years. The recovery period between the
first and second mowing can also be very weather dependent. Its length
determines which plant species are able to regrow and recover, and
thus the species composition of the area in the long term (Smit et al.,
2008).

Transferability is not often tested in mowing event detection studies.
In this study, the best models achieved high F1 scores between 0.72 and
0.79 for temporally or spatially independent training and test datasets.
These results are still competitive with other studies that did not test
for transferability.

There were no clear results regarding the best model parameter
for the transferability tasks. Intensity of use had no significant effect
on the results of the spatial transferability task. Trenthorst performed
the worst, presumably because of larger gaps within the time se-
ries (Schwieder et al., 2022). The very best models for transfer to new
study sites or to 2018 or 2019 used only optical data, but the best
model for 2017 included optical and SAR data, and median F1 values
were higher for OPT+SAR than for OPT. The value of joint optical
and SAR data for mowing detection has been demonstrated in some
studies (de Vroey et al., 2022; Lobert et al., 2021). As transferability is
important for periodic monitoring of grassland, we conclude that SAR
features should continue to be considered for mowing event detection.
However, the S1-B satellite stopped providing data since December
2021, extending the SAR time grid to 12 days. Whether this is still
sufficient to complement optical data for mowing event detection needs
to be investigated.

The advantages or disadvantages of weather data for transferring
models to unknown years or locations were also inconclusive. Transfer-
ring models to the years 2017 and 2019 usually worked better without
weather data. This could be because all three years from 2017 to 2019
had very different weather conditions, making the information less
useful. The benefit of weather data for extrapolation to unknown study
areas depended on the satellite data used. When OPT models were used,
weather data were helpful, but when OPT+SAR models were used, they
were useless. This was unexpected as it was assumed that weather
data would improve the results, especially when combined with SAR
data (Zalite et al., 2014; Garioud et al., 2021). But adding more features
with low explanatory potential can introduce more noise and decrease
the results.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, this study demonstrates the reliable detection of
mowing events throughout the growing season using CNN and LSTM
models applied to optical and SAR satellite time series data. These
models exhibit high accuracy, even for areas and years not included
in the training dataset. While LSTM performs slightly better on known
study sites and years, CNN shows superior transferability. The detection

of the first mowing event with high accuracy highlights the relevance of
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this research for grassland monitoring tasks outlined in European and
German agricultural and environmental policies.

Furthermore, our findings suggest that advanced gap filling methods
may not be necessary for time series analysis in Germany when using
both L8 and S2 images. The impact of different gap handling methods,
such as linear interpolation and random forest gap filling, was minimal
and can be disregarded. This practical advantage allows for widespread
application, saving both processing time and computing power.

Regarding feature selection for mowing event detection, the litera-
ture lacks consensus, and our study reaffirms this ambiguity. The choice
of feature combination depends on whether the model is applied to
known data in terms of time and space or for transferability. Optical
data proves advantageous for known study sites and years, while the
inclusion of both optical and SAR data yields favorable results for
transferable models. Additionally, weather data was found to play a
significant role in classifying mowing events for known study sites
and years. However, caution is necessary when incorporating weather
data into transferable models, as it may reduce their performance on
unknown sites or years.

For transferable models specifically applicable to CAP monitoring,
this study suggests utilizing a CNN model with optical and SAR data,
excluding weather data. But it is important to acknowledge that while
the results partially support this approach, further research is necessary
to obtain more conclusive findings in this regard.

In summary, our study provides valuable insights for researchers
and practitioners in selecting appropriate methods and feature combi-
nations tailored to their specific study requirements. By improving the
accuracy and applicability of models in diverse contexts, these findings
enhance the effectiveness of mowing event detection and contribute to
advancements in related fields.
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Appendix. Tables

See Tables A.6–A.9.

Table A.6
Transferability by Testsite: Classification metrics for mowing event classification by
algorithm, gap handling and features. F1, Recall (TPR) and Precision (PPV) are shown.
The list is ordered by descending F1.

Method Gap-handling Feature Weather F1 PPV TPR

CNN Gap-Filled OPT + W 0.76 0.66 0.90
CNN Gap-Filled OPT+SAR −W 0.74 0.62 0.91
CNN Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.73 0.65 0.84
CNN Lin. interpolated OPT + W 0.70 0.66 0.73
CNN Gap-Filled OPT −W 0.69 0.63 0.77
LSTM Gap-Filled OPT+SAR + W 0.69 0.61 0.78
LSTM Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.69 0.60 0.82
CNN Gap-Filled OPT+SAR + W 0.68 0.61 0.78
LSTM Gap-Filled OPT+SAR −W 0.68 0.60 0.79
SVM Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.68 0.53 0.93
SVM Lin. interpolated OPT −W 0.68 0.56 0.85
CNN Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR + W 0.67 0.64 0.69
CNN Lin. interpolated OPT −W 0.67 0.64 0.69
LSTM Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR + W 0.67 0.58 0.78
SVM Gap-Filled OPT+SAR −W 0.65 0.49 0.96
SVM Gap-Filled OPT −W 0.65 0.49 0.97
CNN SAR −W 0.62 0.54 0.72
LSTM Gap-Filled OPT −W 0.62 0.54 0.72
LSTM Gap-Filled OPT + W 0.61 0.55 0.68
SVM Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR + W 0.61 0.49 0.81
LSTM Lin. interpolated OPT −W 0.60 0.58 0.62
SVM Gap-Filled OPT+SAR + W 0.59 0.45 0.85
SVM Gap-Filled OPT + W 0.59 0.46 0.84
SVM Lin. interpolated OPT + W 0.59 0.46 0.81
LSTM Lin. interpolated OPT + W 0.58 0.61 0.55
LSTM SAR −W 0.55 0.48 0.65
SVM SAR −W 0.55 0.40 0.89
LSTM SAR + W 0.52 0.49 0.55
SVM SAR + W 0.51 0.37 0.81
RF Gap-Filled OPT −W 0.45 0.81 0.31
CNN SAR + W 0.30 0.35 0.26
RF Lin. interpolated OPT −W 0.30 0.86 0.18
RF Gap-Filled OPT + W 0.27 0.88 0.16
RF Lin. interpolated OPT + W 0.21 0.82 0.12
RF Gap-Filled OPT+SAR −W 0.12 0.83 0.06
RF Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.07 0.75 0.04
RF SAR −W 0.02 0.67 0.01
RF Gap-Filled OPT+SAR + W NA NA 0.00
RF SAR + W NA NA 0.00
RF Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR + W NA NA 0.00
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Table A.7
Transferability by Year, target 2017: Classification metrics for mowing event classifi-
cation by algorithm, gap handling and features. F1, Recall (TPR) and Precision (PPV)
are shown. The list is ordered by descending F1.

Method Gap-handling Feature Weather F1 PPV TPR

CNN Gap-Filled OPT+SAR −W 0.72 0.68 0.77
CNN Gap-Filled OPT −W 0.72 0.62 0.84
CNN Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.72 0.68 0.77
CNN Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR + W 0.71 0.63 0.80
SVM Gap-Filled OPT −W 0.70 0.58 0.89
CNN Gap-Filled OPT+SAR + W 0.69 0.65 0.73
CNN Lin. interpolated OPT −W 0.69 0.62 0.78
SVM Gap-Filled OPT+SAR −W 0.69 0.56 0.90
SVM Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.69 0.56 0.89
LSTM Gap-Filled OPT −W 0.67 0.61 0.75
LSTM Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.67 0.66 0.68
CNN Gap-Filled OPT + W 0.66 0.64 0.68
LSTM Gap-Filled OPT+SAR −W 0.66 0.65 0.67
SVM Gap-Filled OPT + W 0.64 0.52 0.86
SVM Lin. interpolated OPT −W 0.64 0.53 0.81
LSTM Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR + W 0.63 0.66 0.60
CNN SAR + W 0.62 0.58 0.67
CNN SAR −W 0.62 0.56 0.69
LSTM Gap-Filled OPT+SAR + W 0.61 0.59 0.62
CNN Lin. interpolated OPT + W 0.60 0.58 0.62
LSTM Lin. interpolated OPT −W 0.60 0.63 0.57
SVM Lin. interpolated OPT + W 0.59 0.47 0.77
LSTM Gap-Filled OPT + W 0.55 0.60 0.51
LSTM Gap-Filled SAR −W 0.54 0.56 0.53
LSTM Lin. interpolated OPT + W 0.54 0.61 0.49
SVM SAR + W 0.54 0.42 0.77
LSTM SAR + W 0.47 0.51 0.45
RF Gap-Filled OPT −W 0.35 0.76 0.22
RF Lin. interpolated OPT −W 0.29 0.87 0.18
RF Lin. interpolated OPT + W 0.08 0.81 0.04
RF Gap-Filled OPT+SAR −W 0.05 0.79 0.03
RF Gap-Filled OPT + W 0.05 0.85 0.03
RF Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.02 0.80 0.01
RF SAR −W 0.00 1.00 0.00
RF Gap-Filled OPT+SAR + W NA NA 0.00
RF SAR + W NA NA 0.00
RF Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR + W NA NA 0.00
SVM Gap-Filled OPT+SAR + W NA NA 0.00
SVM SAR −W NA NA NA
SVM Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR + W NA NA 0.00

Table A.8
Transferability by Year, target 2018: Classification metrics for mowing event classifi-
cation by algorithm, gap handling and features. F1, Recall (TPR) and Precision (PPV)
are shown. The list is ordered by descending F1.

Method Gap-handling Feature Weather F1 PPV TPR

CNN Gap-Filled OPT −W 0.72 0.72 0.71
CNN Gap-Filled OPT+SAR −W 0.71 0.82 0.62
SVM Gap-Filled OPT −W 0.71 0.63 0.81
CNN Lin. Interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.70 0.76 0.64
CNN Lin. Interpolated OPT+SAR + W 0.68 0.80 0.59
SVM Gap-Filled OPT+SAR −W 0.68 0.60 0.79
SVM Lin. Interpolated OPT −W 0.66 0.56 0.79
SVM Lin. Interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.65 0.55 0.79
CNN Lin. Interpolated OPT −W 0.64 0.59 0.70
LSTM Gap-Filled OPT −W 0.64 0.68 0.60
CNN Lin. Interpolated OPT + W 0.63 0.81 0.52
LSTM Lin. Interpolated OPT −W 0.63 0.65 0.61
CNN Gap-Filled OPT + W 0.61 0.77 0.50
LSTM Gap-Filled OPT+SAR −W 0.61 0.69 0.56
LSTM Lin. Interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.61 0.66 0.56
CNN SAR −W 0.60 0.57 0.62
LSTM Gap-Filled OPT + W 0.60 0.74 0.50
SVM Gap-Filled OPT + W 0.60 0.57 0.64
SVM Lin. Interpolated OPT+SAR + W 0.60 0.58 0.62
CNN Gap-Filled OPT+SAR + W 0.59 0.88 0.44
SVM Gap-Filled OPT+SAR + W 0.59 0.57 0.61
CNN SAR + W 0.58 0.65 0.52
LSTM Lin. Interpolated OPT+SAR + W 0.58 0.62 0.55
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Table A.8 (continued).
Method Gap-handling Feature Weather F1 PPV TPR

LSTM Lin. Interpolated OPT + W 0.54 0.67 0.45
SVM Lin. Interpolated OPT + W 0.54 0.47 0.65
LSTM Gap-Filled OPT+SAR + W 0.53 0.62 0.46
LSTM SAR + W 0.49 0.56 0.44
LSTM SAR −W 0.41 0.44 0.38
RF Gap-Filled OPT −W 0.38 0.90 0.24
RF Lin. Interpolated OPT −W 0.26 0.9 0.15
RF Lin. Interpolated OPT + W 0.15 0.64 0.09
RF Gap-Filled OPT + W 0.10 1.00 0.05
RF Gap-Filled OPT+SAR −W 0.06 1.00 0.03
RF Lin. Interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.05 1.00 0.02
RF Gap-Filled OPT+SAR + W NA NA 0.00
RF SAR + W NA NA 0.00
RF SAR −W NA NA 0.00
RF Lin. Interpolated OPT+SAR + W NA NA 0.00
SVM SAR + W NA NA 0.00
SVM SAR −W NA NA NA

Table A.9
Transferability by Year, target 2019: Classification metrics for mowing event classifi-
cation by algorithm, gap handling and features. F1, Recall (TPR) and Precision (PPV)
are shown. The list is ordered by descending F1.

Method Gap-handling Feature Weather F1 PPV TPR

CNN Gap-Filled OPT −W 0.80 0.74 0.87
CNN Gap-Filled OPT+SAR −W 0.79 0.76 0.82
LSTM Gap-Filled OPT+SAR −W 0.77 0.79 0.75
CNN Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR + W 0.76 0.71 0.82
SVM Gap-Filled OPT −W 0.76 0.66 0.90
CNN Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.75 0.67 0.85
CNN Lin. interpolated OPT −W 0.75 0.70 0.81
CNN Gap-Filled OPT+SAR + W 0.74 0.79 0.70
SVM Gap-Filled OPT+SAR −W 0.74 0.61 0.95
LSTM Gap-Filled OPT −W 0.73 0.68 0.78
SVM Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.73 0.61 0.93
SVM Lin. interpolated OPT −W 0.73 0.64 0.87
SVM Gap-Filled OPT + W 0.72 0.60 0.92
LSTM Gap-Filled OPT+SAR + W 0.71 0.78 0.65
LSTM Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.71 0.74 0.69
LSTM Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR + W 0.70 0.79 0.62
LSTM Lin. interpolated OPT −W 0.69 0.71 0.67
CNN Gap-Filled OPT + W 0.68 0.75 0.62
LSTM Gap-Filled OPT + W 0.68 0.73 0.63
LSTM Lin. interpolated OPT + W 0.67 0.77 0.60
CNN Lin. interpolated OPT + W 0.66 0.71 0.61
SVM Gap-Filled OPT+SAR + W 0.66 0.53 0.87
SVM Lin. interpolated OPT + W 0.66 0.54 0.85
CNN SAR + W 0.64 0.68 0.60
SVM Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR + W 0.63 0.5 0.84
SVM SAR −W 0.61 0.48 0.83
CNN SAR −W 0.55 0.50 0.60
SVM SAR + W 0.55 0.42 0.79
LSTM SAR + W 0.54 0.68 0.45
LSTM SAR −W 0.54 0.59 0.50
RF Gap-Filled OPT −W 0.46 0.92 0.30
RF Lin. interpolated OPT −W 0.45 0.97 0.30
RF Gap-Filled OPT + W 0.13 1.00 0.07
RF Gap-Filled OPT+SAR −W 0.10 1.00 0.05
RF Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR −W 0.05 1.00 0.02
RF Lin. interpolated OPT + W 0.02 0.8 0.01
RF Gap-Filled OPT+SAR + W NA NA 0.00
RF SAR + W NA NA 0.00
RF SAR −W NA NA 0.00
RF Lin. interpolated OPT+SAR + W NA NA 0.00
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